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STELLA
• A project for monitoring Stellar Activity

• Focus on observations with long time-lines (solar activity cycle is 22 years)

• High-resolution spectroscopy for Doppler imaging (resolving surface structures on 
rapidly rotating stars)

• Wide-field imager for photometric studies of active stars

„SOCS“: STELLA open cluster survey: rotation periods & stellar parameters of 
stellar clusters vs. age 

• Keep it simple: One instrument per telescope

• Mostly routine tasks, should be highly automated.  No personal on site, automatic 
observations and data reduction.

• Should be able to accommodate special needs, e.g. targets of opportunities (GRBs), 
planetary transits, etc.



• Located at Teide observatory, Tenerife,16°30′35” W 28°18′00”N, 2400m altitude

• Two telescopes in common enclosure, each with dedicated instrument

• Own weather stations, dust meter, cloud monitor for protection of the instruments

The STELLA observatory



• STELLA-1 telescope: 1.2m aperture, Alt/Az, 
Cassegrain f/8,  2 Nasmyth ports (fiber feed 
& imaging instrument)

• Acquisition & Guiding with auxiliary 
telescope (off-axis in preparation)

• Wide Field STELLA imaging Photometer 
(WiFSIP), 22‘ FOV

• Full Johnson/Sloan/Stromgren/Hα filters

• 4kx4k, 15µm, STA400 CCD detector, 
Magellan CCD controller with 15 s full-
frame readout (4 amplifiers)

• Detector update coming soon (better 
cosmetics and thus better flat-field 
accuracy)

STELLA/WiFSIP 



• NGC 7092, exposure time 40 s 
in Sloan r’(June 16, 2010)

• flat-fielding is the biggest 
headache currently (CCD)

• takes 2 days (2x morning, 2x 
evening twilight) to do flat fields 
in all filters

• Self-illuminating flat-field screen 
being tested at the 80cm 
RoboTel at AIP

• CCD has many wavelength 
sensitive coating defects, 
prohibits sub-mmag photometric 
accuracy

STELLA/WiFSIP 



STELLA/SES 
• STELLA-II telescope: 1.2m aperture, Alt/Az, 

spherical primary, prime-focus corrector f/
8.4, 

• Acquisition with auxiliary telescope 

• Fine-acquisition & guiding with fast industrial 
firewire camera on 140µm pinhole mirror 
(in the future only acquisition)

• 4 fixed ADCs

• Fiber feed for STELLA échelle spectrograph 
(SES) using 50µm fiber with r=167µm lens 
at prime focus (≈ 3“ on sky aperture)

• Image slicer coming soon, then using 200µm 
pinhole and 72µm fiber



STELLA
SES 

• Bench-mounted échelle spectrograph, R=55,000, 390 to 870nm wavelength coverage

• Temperature controlled room, SES inside an insulated box in that room

• 45s readout for 4-channel 4kx4k CCD using AIP-built Magellan controller

• coming soon: 2-way slicer + simultaneous calibration spectrum on each exposure



STELLA/SES 

Full spectrum of HD 1 using the old optical camera & CCD detector (hence the inter-order 
gaps on the red end)



WiFSIP Core science
• Main advantage of robotic telescopes is the time 

domain

• Combining Stellar Activity & Time series 

• STELLA open custer survey:
➡ Rotational Periods of open cluster stars

➡ Age sequence of clusters delivers ΔP/Δt

Outside of cluster-seasons general proposals like planetary 
transits.



Heuristic interpretation of C-P diagrams (Barnes 03)
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I-type stars spin down Skumanich-style
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Figure 10. M35 color–period diagram with the 150 Myr rotational isochrones from B03 (left) and B07 (right) overplotted as a thick black solid curves. To illustrate
the sensitivity to age, we show the 130 Myr and the 170 Myr isochrones as thinner curves flanking the 150 Myr isochrones.

Figure 11. Least-squares fit of the B03 I sequence isochrone (left; Equation (2)) and the B07 I sequence isochrone (right; Equation (3)) to the M35 I sequence with
age (t) as a free parameter. The gyro-ages corresponding to the fits are 133.9 ± 3 Myr and 133.5 ± 3 Myr, respectively. The I sequence stars to which the isochrones
were fitted are enclosed by the dotted lines in both figures.

the M35 I and C sequences well, suggesting that they can
indeed provide a consistent age estimate (gyro-age) for a cluster
based on a well populated color–period diagram cleaned for
nonmembers. To illustrate the sensitivity to age, rotational
isochrones for 130 Myr and 170 Myr are also displayed in
Figure 10.

Assuming no prior knowledge about the age of M35 (thus
letting age be a free parameter), we perform a nonlinear least-
squares fit to the I sequence stars (enclosed by the dotted lines
in Figure 11) of the functional form of the rotational I sequence
isochrones from B03:

P (t, (B!V )) =
"

t#(
!

((B ! V ) ! a)!b((B!V )!a) (2)

with a = 0.50, and b = 0.15, and from B07:

P (t, (B ! V )) = t0.52 # (c((B ! V ) ! d)f ) (3)

with c = 0.77, d = 0.40, and f = 0.60.

When fitting, the I sequence stars were weighted them
according to their cluster membership, with most weight given
to confirmed radial velocity and proper-motion members and
least weight given to stars with only photometric membership.
The weights given to individual stars are listed in Table 2 in
Appendix B. Figure 11 shows the best fits of both Equations (2)
and (3) to the M35 I sequence. The derived age is 134 Myr
for both functional forms, each with a formal 1! uncertainty
of $3 Myr. The close agreement of the two ages likely reflects
the similar shape of the two isochrones over the color interval
from $0.5 to 1.0 where the M35 I sequence is most densely
populated. The small formal uncertainties reflect a well-defined
I sequence rich in stars. However, the gyro-ages may still be
affected by systematic errors in the stellar evolutionary ages for
the young open clusters.

Alternatively, we show in Figure 12 the distribution of gyro-
ages of the M35 I sequence stars, calculated using the age–
period–color relations of B03 (left panel) and B07 (right panel).

Barnes 2003/2007 age/rotation relation for 130/150/170 Myrs together with M35 data 
(Meibom et al. 2009)

e.g. M35



SES Core science
• Main advantage of robotic telescopes is the time 

domain

• Solar Activity has 11/22 year cycle period

• Time series Doppler imaging 

Rest of the time various projects like support of space or large 
telescope proposals, binary stars, cepheids, planetary transits,...



Doppler imaging



Doppler imaging



XX Tri
• very active red giant

• 20 days period

• Observed once a day when 
possible

• aim is to get dynamic 
parameters: cycle period, 
differential rotation, spot 
decay rates (these are 
ingredients for dynamo/MHD 
calculations)

• PhD thesis A. Künstler
Strassmeier et al. 1999



SES Phase vs. Date diagram: each dot is one observation



Time series Doppler images: observations of spot evolution



Observations of a decaying spot - estimate for a spot decay law




